Hall Lithium Battery System
®

Dependable Power and
Convenient Sterilization
Our unique, UL-approved lithium batteries feature twice the power,
twice the life1 and the ability to be immediately autoclaved with
other instruments in a single tray.
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call 800 -448-6506 or
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Introducing Our Most Powerful Battery System
Hall Powered Instruments is proud to introduce the next generation
of battery innovation for powered instruments. In addition to being
lighter, longer-lasting and faster-charging than standard batteries1, our
new lithium batteries are the first on the market to be UL- approved –
providing convenient autoclavability. Additionally, the system’s new
sterilization tray is capable of accommodating handpieces, attachments
and two batteries for streamlined processing and an off-the-shelf,
ready-to-go solution. Backward and forward compatible, this system
brings a new level of dependable power to every Hall batterypowered handpiece.
®

Hall Lithium Battery
®

The Power To Improve Your Surgical Experience
Lithium-strength performance. Nearly twice the power of standard
batteries1 for uninterrupted use during high torque procedures.
Long-lasting power. Significantly longer battery and product
life than standard autoclavable batteries 1 resulting in greater
cost savings.
Compact size. 25% lighter than standard autoclavable batteries  1
for a more balanced instrument.
Environmentally responsible. Designed with environmentally
acceptable materials, and recyclable.

1

ConMed autoclavable NiCad PRO3011 battery

Hall Charger
®

Battery Power You Can Count On
When It Matters Most
Fast charge time. Just 30 minutes
to charge with no need to discharge
first, for faster return to service.
Charge indicator. Displays charging
progress to indicate battery readiness
at a glance.
Advanced diagnostics. Shows
temperature exposure and cycle
count to help manage battery use.
Space-Saving Design. Wall mount
capabilities optimize counter space.
Wrap around cord reduces clutter.
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Hall Sterilization Tray
®

One-Step Sterilization
Unlike competitive batteries that need to be autoclaved separately at
different sterilization cycles, our batteries can actually be placed
directly in the same tray as other instruments immediately after
every procedure. Our sterilization tray is designed to house two
lithium batteries, eight attachments, two pin/wire drivers and three
handpieces. Together, this provides OR staff members a new level
of convenience that helps save time and improve efficiency.
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Hall Lithium Battery

L3000LG

Hall Lithium Charger

L3000

Hall Sterilization Tray

PRO6001

Hall Lithium Battery System
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Customer Service: 1-800-448-6506
International Sales: 1-315-797-8375
Fax: 1-800-438-3051
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